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Financial Institutions, specifically banks, have been early adopters of hyperautomation, 
which includes RPA (Robotic Process Automation), Process Mining, and Machine Learning. 
We have seen this specifically play out recently when faced with tremendous demand for 
Payment Protection Plan (PPP) loans, banks turned to RPA to greatly reduce the time to 
gather information from applicants and submit the paperwork to the SBA. As a result of the 
automation efforts, throughput of incoming PPP applications increased at such a scale that the 
SBA decided to prevent banks from using RPA to submit loans to promote a more “accessible” 
loan processing system,1 and reduce the pressure on the overall legacy processes & systems.
Federal loan programs differ from banks as they are oftentimes administered by private lenders 
with the backing of the federal agency as a loan guarantor. 
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This means that communication regarding loan requirements is primarily between the 
federal agency and the private lender, creating an additional layer of communication 
if any borrower information is missing or otherwise needs clarification. This barrier 
is just one reason why federally backed loans can often take longer to process, many 
times by months.  Based on our experience of working with federal financial programs, 
RPA & hyperautomation, and business process improvement, we believe RPA and 
hyperautomation can be deployed in the federal loan programs to cut through the heaps 
of paperwork and help facilitate faster, more productive communications, improve 
collaborations between parties, and ultimately lead to more efficient loan processing 
that improves customers’ experiences.

Current Process

This paper highlights a general high level loan process typically executed by federal 
agencies through a workforce of analysts, using the current forms and systems in place.

Figure 1. High Level Federal Loan Processing

Figure 1 represents the general flow for processing loans Typically, the bulk of the time spent is from analysts 

reviewing all of the loan application paperwork and gathering additional information from the lender. 

This area presents the best target for automation opportunities, specifically RPA. 
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Below is the same financial loan process automated using RPA, specifically the UiPath 
Platform. By using a particular technology, this paper attempts to communicate specific 
technology implementation that complements the federal loan process.

Figure 2. Process map with RPA

The Solution

RPA can simplify the loan application process by managing the entire workflow from 
start to finish in Orchestrator, UiPath’s RPA management platform. Robots can handle the 
mundane tasks, like data extraction and data entry, and then facilitate smooth handoffs 
to analysts to perform verifications and approvals when necessary. These long-running 
workflows combine the processing power of RPA bots with the analytical thinking 
of a human in order to maximize analysts’ time and increase the throughput of loan 
applications, providing enhanced customer service. Below are some of the key UiPath 
components that work together to make this solution possible.

Data Service

UiPath Data Service is used to store data that is extracted from each loan document. 
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Each row of data in Data Service will correspond to one loan applicant. Each loan 
document can also be stored in Data Service for future reference. 

This data storage solution in UiPath Orchestrator makes it simple to update loan 
application information when any forms need to be re-submitted or otherwise updated. 
All of the data that has been pulled from other forms will remain in the system, while only 
the forms that need to be added or reworked will have to be processed. 

Action Center

UiPath Action Center is the management tool that allows for the handoff between 
robot and human. At each point when analyst verification is required, a task is created 
and assigned for an analyst to complete. Tasks should be designed to contain just the 
information required for the analyst to make a decision in order to facilitate an efficient 
handoff.

Queues

Queues will be used to keep track of each pending loan, and to facilitate a distribution of 
workload among multiple robots. The bot workforce can be scaled up during particularly 
busy times, and scaled down when less loan applications are outstanding. 
The data field in each queue item must contain a unique identifier such as the loan 
number, which will tie to the Data Service entry. 

One technical limitation that must be addresses is that a queue item that is checked out 
will automatically be set to Abandoned status after 24 hours, which is a problem since this 
process is broken up with human-in-the-loop tasks. If an analyst does not complete each 
task within 24 hours, the queue item for that loan will become Abandoned. One way to 
avoid this is to have two queues, representing different subprocesses: ProcessDocuments 
and CheckBusinessRules.
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As soon as a loan is added to the ProcessDocuments queue, a bot will be triggered to fetch 
the documents related to the loan application. Using Document Understanding, UiPath’s 
service to extract text fields from files, the bot will extract all relevant fields from the forms 
and store them in the corresponding UiPath Data Services entry. 

Upon completion of all of the forms, the queue item should be updated to Successful, 
and tasks should be uploaded to the Action Center for verification of the data, in the form 
of Document Understanding’s Validation Station. At this point the bot’s process will be 
suspended as it waits for the analyst to validate the extracted data. Upon validation, the 
bot will then create a new queue item in the CheckBusinessRules queue.

This will trigger a second bot to perform business rule validation with all of the extracted 
data, such as verifying consistency across forms and ensuring loan criteria is met. If 
problems are identified here, the queue item should be updated to Failed, and a task in 
the Action Center should alert the analyst of the issue. The analyst will do whatever is 
necessary, such as requesting updated or additional documents from the lender. If there 
are new documents to process, the task form should allow the analyst to instruct the 
bot what forms should be processed or re-processed. If this is the case, when the analyst 
completes the task, the second bot will create a new item in the ProcessDocuments queue 
with the additional instructions of what should be processed. 

Once the business rules are successfully verified, the bot can make a decision for funding, 
and if so desired, the analyst can have one final review over it to verify this conclusion.

Aside from the Document Understanding component, the solution above largely 
explains general RPA tasks orchestrated together in UiPath’s ecosystem. But the loan 
processing solution can be taken to the next level by also integrating more advanced AI/
ML components. Document Understanding leverages AI/ML to recognize which fields to 

More Advanced Options
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extract for a given form. Some form types come pre-built with Document Understanding, 
but many of the document types that will need to be ingested by the loan processing bot 
will need to be custom additions. 
This can all be done through UiPath’s AI Fabric, a platform where AI/ML algorithms can 
be built, uploaded, tested, deployed, and monitored. Once each form type has been 
defined and set up in AI Fabric, Document Understanding is able to use these models 
when extracting data.

In addition, the following are some use cases for starter models available in AI Fabric:

 • Named entity recognition – to extract and classify names, type of 
business, important figures, or any other entity from free text.
 • Tabular data classification – to incorporate all of the loan application data 
and make a decision for approval or rejection.

For all of the decisions made with the AI/ML models, an associated confidence score is 
calculated. Based on this score, the bot can create tasks in Action Center for an analyst 
to review and approve to ensure accuracy.

The combination of RPA, AI/ML and other hyperautomation capabilities can help 
federal loan processing organizations to accelerate, simplify, and reduce rework & other 
challenges associated with managing the loan programs.
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With RPA, institutions can:

Optimize Inbound Loan Processing

Automatically Submit Accurate 
Data for Approval

Integrate and Streamline an Existing 
Underwriting Approval Process

Reduce Loan Processing Time and 
Lower Error Rates Associated with Loan 

Processing

To learn more about Intelligent Automation Solutions visit www.alphaomegaintegration.com
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